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Changes specific for SWASFT
EprExpander missing trigger (Rationale field in ECS) (10218)

Under Cardiac Arrest > Resuscitation > Resuscitation tab:

Changes specific for NIAS
Corpuls 3 Integration - Transfer data from Corpuls (9800)

Corpuls 3 Integration - Import vital values (9801)
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Identify and get access to HCN API (9803)

Implement HCN lookup simulator (10076)

Support sharing ePR in a personal device set up - Signing (10130)

Support sharing ePR in a personal device set up - Dependent variables handling

(Time values/Expanders etc) (10146)

Make installation path configurable (10176)

General improvements
ePR

Add possibility for FASS button in medication control (10164)

Add time button for "At scene" in date control (10159)



PDet_patientLookup not cleared on CWS when the user changes patiend ID

(10213)

Allowing longer integer/numeric fields with leading +/- (10187)

VSM

Reorder and rename review tabs (10161)

Adapt monitoring views to FZ-M1's resolution (10162)

Make it possible to set a default value in admintool to force an ECG cable set

(10203)

Make it possible to view the start and end time in the waveform for an alarm

(10204)



Investigate how to run MobiMed PU as a standard program (10157)

Update server installation instruction (10170)

Stop all services before update with Smart Server Installer (10184)

Make it possible to use the WiFi profiles that Windows handles (10191)

SOS IntegrationSettings document: Add description of DispatcherServiceName

setting (10207)

Fixes
VSM:

The ECG running waveform stops for a long time if "Add test data"

is selected (10219)

Monitorview disappears after changing patientype and switching

between epr and monitoring (10153)

Correct deadlock in arrhythmia control/event navigator (10210)

SCR: Selecting “Emergency” reason should show visible label (10234)

OSDK with SV as designersetting does not affect personnummer (10126)

AdminTool: Hospital Integration view does not support sending same



record to multiple backends (10152)

SOS Dispatch: Dialog for selecting mission should be updated

automatically if new mission detected (10183)

Correct vcredist validation bug found in Gloucestershire (10205)

HospitalIntegration startup, should read encrypted settings correctly

(10209)

AdminTool: Start screen, re-add missing info on installed version (10215)

Correct FZ-M1 screen size when docked/undocked (10225)

Paratus - CAD service will need two restarts to work when installed on a

PU (10237)

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus’ work item tracking tool. Numbers starting

with “INC” refers to items in ServiceNow

Supported Platforms
Hardware Unit Operating System
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring unit

300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum hardware

specification and use a supported

operating system.

Release Information
This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom



This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.

Upgrade to this release can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 
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